
Your mail is our strength

Automatic letter opener
ENVELO

Open the morning mail
faster than you can sort it.

Safest technology,
perfect quality.



Noise level

Power requirement

Dimensions (L x W x H)

Weight

An envelope opener designed to protect
the envelope's contents: Cuts a single slit
quickly and safely.
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Your local FP partner:

Technical data

Model type

Performance

Envelope sizes

Envelope thickness

ENVELO

300 letters/minute (if DIN C6 in length)

from 90 x 140 mm to 280 x 400 mm (DIN E4)

up to 4 mm

58 dB(A)

220-240 V/50 Hz or 110 V/50 Hz/60 Hz

400 (800, incl. letter catch tray) x 300 x 230 mm

ca. 9 kg

C subject to technical modifications

The ENVELO automatic letter opener opens envelopes by slitting one
side open, producing no waste paper scraps and never damaging the
envelope's contents or creating sharp paper edges.

ENVELO automatically draws a single envelope from the unsorted
stack of mail, cuts the envelope open and then deposits the envelope
in a tray, in the same order as loaded. Slit open right at the edge of
the envelope, there's no way contents can be damaged and there are
no waste paper scraps that can create jams and dust.

The simple and safe cutting principle with which the ENVELO works
makes it possible to save time every day, getting the daily mail distri-
buted faster and letting employees turn to more productive work than
opening envelopes manually.

Automatic envelope feed: Loading the
envelopes vertically even makes it 
possible to open large envelopes easily.

A pressure arm guides the stack of
envelopes into the separator rollers and
then to the cutter, meaning there's no
need to guide the envelopes by hand.

The letter catch tray collects the envelopes in a
neat vertical stack in unchanged order, and can
be emptied even as the machine works.

Cutting method: The cutter opens the envelope by
making a precise incision into one side of the enve-
lope very close to the envelope's edge. The con-
tents remains untouched and safe and there are no
scraps of waste paper or sharp paper edges.

No risky cut! The ENVELO method: 
One clean cut!

Perfectly prepared:
The slit cut into the envelope offers

your fingers a comfortable lip for
spreading the opening and getting to

the contents.

A neat, no-risk solution: 
Instead of cutting a strip off, ENVELO cuts an opening

in the envelope's side.


